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Abstract. In this paper we show that Birkhoff periodic orbits actually exist for
arbitrary monotone twist maps satisfying the graph intersection property.

1. Introduction
The natural condition in the theory of invariant curves for twist maps of an annulus
is the so called graph intersection property (cf. [9], [10] and § 3 below). This condition
allows one to establish for small perturbations of integrable twist maps the existence
of invariant curves with rotation numbers which are not too well approximable by
rationals. As was discovered recently by Aubry, Mather [1], [8], (see also [5]) for
the remaining numbers those circles are replaced by invariant order-preserving
Cantor sets. As noticed in [5] those sets as well as invariant circles can be obtained
as limits of order-preserving periodic orbits (Birkhoff orbits, see § 2). This approxi-
mation process depends only on the twist condition [5], [6]. However the existence
of Birkhoff periodic orbits has been established under assumptions stronger than
the intersection property, namely the preservation of area [1], [8], or at least a
measure positive on open sets [5]. In this paper we fill the gap and show that Birkhoff
periodic orbits (and consequently the Cantor sets of Aubry-Mather type) actually
exist for arbitrary monotone twist maps satisfying the graph intersection property.
Incidentally the classical result of Birkhoff concerning the existence of periodic
orbits with a given rotation number for area preserving maps [2] has been extended
by P. Carter [3] to the maps satisfying an intersection property which is slightly
stronger than the graph intersection property. However it was not clear whether for
monotone twist maps those orbits are actually order preserving. When this work
was completed the author learned about a result by G. Hall [4], obtained indepen-
dently about the same time. G. Hall proved that for a monotone twist map the
existence of a periodic orbit implies the existence of a Birkhoff orbit with the same
rotation number. Combining the article of Hall and Carter one obtains a slightly
weaker version of our theorem. It seems that our method is simpler and more
straightforward than that of Hall.

2. Notation
We reproduce with minor modifications some background material from [5].
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532 D. Bernstein

Let A = S'x[O, 1] = {(0, r)\<f>eU/Z, 0 < r < l } be the standard annulus, 5 =
Rx[O, 1] = {(JC, j/]|xeR, Osj!< 1} its universal covering and T: S -> S the unit trans-
lation T(x, y) = (x+ 1, y). For any homeomorphism/: A-> A its lift to S is defined
up to a power of T; conversely if F : 5-> S and F commutes with T then F is a lift
of a homeomorphism of A. Let us write such an F in the coordinate form:
F(x, y)= (F\(x, y), F2(x,y). We call a homeomorphism / : A-> A a monotone twist
homeomorphism (or a monotone twist map) if it preserves orientation, preserves
boundary components of A, and if for a lift F of f and for any xeU the function
F^x, y) is a strictly monotone function of y. Obviously all functions F,(x, y) for
different x must be either increasing or decreasing. Accordingly we may speak of
right or left twist maps. If / is a right twist map then j ~ l is a left twist map and
vice versa. In addition if E denotes the involution of A, E(x,y) = (—x,y), then/
is a right twist map if and only if EfE is a left twist map. We will associate with a
right twist map the following object:

The twist interval is [ao(f), a^f)], where ao(f) and a^f) are rotation numbers
of F restricted to U x{0} and U x{l} correspondingly. Twist interval is defined up
to an integral translation (depending on a lift F).

3. Birkhoff periodic orbits
Let / :A-> A be a right twist map and F:S^S be a lift of / If f"z = z for q>0
then there exists a unique integer p such that Fqw = Tpw for any lift w of z. The
fraction p/q is called the rotation number of the periodic point z. Let p and q be
relatively prime. We will call a point zeA a Birkhoff periodic point of type (p,q)
if for a lift w of z there exists a map 0 = (<£, r): Z-» S such that

0(0) = H>, 0(n + g)=T0(n) , 0 (n+p) = F0(«),

and <f> is an increasing function. If z is a Birkhoff periodic point of type (p, q) then
any such map 0 is called a Birkhoff periodic orbit of type {p, q). Obviously any
Birkhoff point of type (p, q) is a periodic point with rotation number p/q. Moreover
if we denote for such a point z, f"z = (</>„, /•„), n = 0, 1 , . . . , q — 1, then all </>n's are
different and lie on the circle in the same order as successive images of a point
under the rotations by lirpl q.

4. Birkhoff theorem
Let / : A -> A be a right twist map and F : 5 -> S be a lift of / We say that / has the
graph intersection property if for every continuous function /i:5'-»[0, 1] the image
/ F of its graph T intersects F. It means that for every graph F its image / F cannot
lie strictly above or below F. For example if/ is conservative, i.e. for every open
set U <=• A there is n > 0 such that / " t / n t / ^ 0 , then / has the graph intersection
property. For convenience we will always work with the universal covering instead
of the annulus. In addition let us extend F to a homeomorphism of the plane RxR
by the formulae:

F'(x,-r) = (Fi(x,0)-r,-r), F'(x, 1 + r) = (F,(x, l) + r, 1 + r), r>0.
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In this case F'2{x, y) is a periodic function of x and for any x F',(x, y) is an increasing
function of y. Besides for any x lim^oo |F',(x, y)\ = oo. So F' is a lift of a homeo-
morphism/' of the cylinder S'xR, every circle S'x{r}, rt{Q, 1), is invariant and
the rotation number ar(f) of F' restricted to R x{r} is a non-decreasing function
on R\(0, 1), with lim|r|^oo|ar| =00. If p and q are relatively prime, p/qe(ao,ai),
and z is a Birkhoff point of type (p, q) for / ' then z must belong to the annulus.
So this extension does not create new Birkhoff points. Moreover if/ has the graph
intersection property so does / ' . We will always assume that F has been extended
to F' and denote F' by the same letter F. For any two numbers x j e R let Ix = {x} x R,
Iy ~ {}>} XIR. By "the twist property the curve FIX meets Iy at exactly one point {y, s)
and the curve F~lIy meets Ix at exactly one point (x, r) so F(x, r) = (y, s). Denote
s by H,(x, y) and r by H2(x, y).

FIX

H2(x, y)

FIGURE 1

Obviously Hx(x,y) is a decreasing function of x and H2{x,y) is an increasing
function of y. Now consider the space <I>P q of all non-decreasing maps </>: Z -» R
such that </>(M + q) = <A(") + 1. Let T denote the unit translation: (T(j>)(n) = (f>(n) + 1.
Identifying <£ with Tk<f> for all fc we get the factor space $p_, with the natural
projection -n:<J>P>,-»$p>,. There is a natural metric on <J>P<,:

and an induced metric on

Obviously $ p , is compact. For every set P c 4>p() denote its projection into ^>pq by
P. We will often use the following simple statement: if Pc<J)pfl is a T-invariant
closed set and m(<p) is a T-invariant continuous function on <£p(J then m reaches
its minimum and maximum values on P.

Finally for any <f> e <&p , let

Obviously Hn((j>) - / /„+,($) and if zn = (</>(n), r{n)) is a Birkhoff periodic orbit of
type (p, q) then Hn(<f>) = 0 for all «. Conversely if <f> e <t>pq and Hn(<f>) = 0 for all n
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then zn = (<f>(n), H2(<f>(n), <f>(n + p)) is a Birkhoft periodic orbit of type (p, q). \n
this case we say that </> represents a Birkhoff periodic orbit of type (p, q).

Let <j>e<$>M. Consider q numbers #,(</>),..., Hq(<f>). Let m , ( ^ ) < m 2 ( ^ ) < - • •<
mq((f>) be a non-decreasing reordering of these numbers, so m,(</>) = min Hn(<j>),
mq(<f>) = max Hn{<f>). Obviously /Mj(<£) are continuous T-invariant functions. Addi-
tionally m1((/)) = m,(^) if and only if Hnf<£) has the same value for all n and

( / ) = m q O ) = 0 if and only if <f> represents a Birkhoff periodic orbit.

LEMMA 1. Let <p e<£>M and e>0. Ifm,((/i)> a and mq{<f>)> a then there is a point
A I such that mx{tp)> a and for every n, <p(n)<ip(n+ 1) and 4>{n) < i/>(n) <

Proo/ Let

U = {ipe<i>M\ml(t},)>a, mq(tl>)> a, </>(«)< (/<(«)<<f>(n) + e for all n}.

We want to find i/> e [/ such that for every n

^(n + l), Hn(if,)> a.

Suppose t/*el/ and for some n, i//(n)<i//(n +1) and Hn(i/»)>a. Choose -y<
min (</>(« +1), 0(«) + e)-iA(w) and replace i/>(n) by i/f(n) + -y (simultaneously
replacing i//(n + iq) by i/>(/i + iq) + y for all i). We get another point i/fie<J>p£J such
that </>(m)< tf/l{m)<(j)(m) + e for all m. Besides </>(«) < I ^ , ( M ) , Hn_p(i/»i)>
Hn_p(^) > a, Hn+P{4ix)> Hn+P{^j) > a. Hn(^,) may decrease but if y is small enough
then Hn{xp\) is still greater than a. So f £ [/ and is at least as good as i/f for our
purposes. Now for every ip e U let

Choose i/» e U with the minimal value of A + B + C. We claim that A = B = C = 0
and therefore i/> has the desired properties. Indeed if C ^ 0 then for some n
<t>(n) = i(i(n), Hn(\p)>a, <p(n) < I/»(M + 1) and slightly shifting i/»(n) to the right we
decrease C without increasing A or B. So C = 0. If Bi* 0 then for some nHn{i}i)> a
and ^(«) = i/»(n + l). Choose the largest m such that 4/(n) = il/(m). So ty{m)<
<jj(m + \) and by monotonicity of H,(x, >>) and H2(x, y), Hm(i/»)>Hn(i/>)> a. Then
a small shift of ip{m) decreases B without increasing A or C. So B = 0.

If A 5*0 then for some n Hn(tji) = a. Among the numbers Hn{iji), Hn+P{i(i),
Hn+2P(<1'), • ••, at least one is greater than a because mq(ip)> a,p and q are relatively
prime and H,(i/>) is periodic with period q. Let Hm be the first number such that
Hm-P{i}>) = a, Hm(tl>)>a. Since J3 = 0 <p{m)<i//(m +1) and a small shift of <A(m)
increases Hm_p therefore decreasing A without increasing B or C. So A = B = C = 0.

•
T H E O R E M 1. 77iere exists <t>e<$>pq such that mx{<t>) = m,(</>) or, equivalently, Hn((f>)

has the same value for all n.

Proof. Since m{ is continuous and T-invariant on <$>pq it reaches its maximum value
a at some point <f>. If mq(<f>)> a then by lemma 1 there is a point i/»e<I>p, such
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that m,((/>)> a which contradicts the assumption that a is the maximum value of
m,. So mi((f>) = mq(<f>). D
Now we are ready to prove our principal result.

THEOREM 2. If f is a right twist map with the graph intersection property and p/q
belongs to the twist interval [ao(f), a , ( / ) ] , where p and q are relatively prime, thenf
has a Birkhoff periodic point of type (p, q).

Proof. As was mentioned before, we can assume that / has been extended to a twist
map of the cylinder. By theorem 1 there is a point ^ 0 6 $ M such that m,(<£„) =
™q(<t>o) = a. If a = 0 then <f>0 represents a Birkhoff periodic orbit. Suppose a # 0. It
suffices to consider the case when a > 0 . Indeed if a < 0 then we consider the
involution D:RxR->KxR, D(x, r) = {-x, 1 - r ) and replace F by the map F' =
DFD. F' is a right twist map with the graph intersection property and it suffices to
prove the existence of a Birkhoff periodic orbit for F'. On the other hand t/>0(n) =
(-<£o(-«)) has the property that m,(</>0) = m,(i/f0) = - a > 0 . So we can assume that
m\(4>o) - Wqi'fro) = « > 0. Now consider the set

P is a closed T-invariant subset of Qpq. P is non-empty since it contains <f>0. mq is
continuous and T-invariant so it reaches its minimum value j3 on P at some point
0 , e *„_,: m,(0,) = /3 >m,(</>,)>0. If 0 = 0 then mx(<j>x) = mq(<)>l) = Q and <£, rep-
resents a Birkhoff periodic orbit.

To complete the proof it suffices to assume that /3 > 0 and to construct a graph
F whose image FT lies strictly below F which will contradict the assumption that
/ has the graph intersection property. To construct such a graph we will produce
a continuous family of points </>, e P such that for every n <f>,(n) is an increasing
function of t. This family will also have some periodicity property, namely for some
positive integers k, N

<l>l+k(n) = <l>l(n)+N f o r a l l n . t

First consider the following two sets:

P,={0e<I)p, , |m1(0)>/3/2}, P2 = {$£$>„Jmx(<j>)> 0/4}.

Note that <f>oe Pt c p2. Both P, and P2 are closed, T-Invariant subsets of <&p,,. Since
m, is continuous and P,, P2 are compact there is e > 0 such that if # e P , and
d{<f>,i\i)<2e then ifi e P2. In particular for any two points </>, t/» € P, with d{<f>,iii)<2e
their linear interpolation

represents a curve in P2.

LEMMA 2. There exists S>0 suc/i f/iaf /or every <f>e Px there exists i^eP, such that
for all n

Proof. Let <£eP, then m , ( ^ ) > 0 / 2 . On the other hand m,(</»)>)8>/3/2 so by
lemma 1 there is t/feP, such that for all n <f>(n)<i)/(n)<(f>(n) + e. Let
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8{<j>) =\m\n ((/»(«)-<£(n)). For all n

Moreover there exists a neighbourhood Uifa) such that for every <f>'eU and for
all n fain) + 28ifa)< 4>in) < <t>\n) + e. Since P, is compact and {Uifa)} form an
open covering of P\ there is a finite subcovering {Uifa)} of P,. NOW set 8 = min Sifa).

•
Next we construct a sequence of points fa e P,. Start with <poePx. Using lemma 2
repeatedly construct a sequence fa e Pi such'that for all n

fain) + 28 < fa+iin) < fain) + e.

Since P, is compact the sequence fa has an accumulation point, i.e. for some
m, k>0 d(<t>m,<j>m+k)<8. It means that for some positive integer TV,
\<f>m(n) + N-<f>m+k(n)\<8 and therefore

<f>m+k-i(n) + 8 <</>„(«) + N<fan+k_lin) + 2e.

Next we extend the segment of the sequence fan, <j>m+u ..., <f>m+k-\ to the infinite
sequence {fa}, f e Z by the formula

This sequence has the following property: fain) + 8 < <t>i+l(n) <&(») +2e. Using
linear interpolation we extend this sequence to a continuous family <j>, by the formula:

fa+s(n) = (\ -s)fain) + sfa+iin) 0<s<l .
This family has the following properties:

for every t, <j>, e P2;
for every «, </><(") is an increasing function of t;
< W ) = <£,(«)+ JV.

Now we are ready to construct a graph T whose image FT lies strictly below T.
Namely, for x e U let

/i(x) = max{H2(fain), fain+p))\fain) = x}.

Although there are infinitely many pairs (t,n) for which fain) = x it suffices to
consider only finitely many of them - because of periodicity properties:

fa(n + q) = fa(n)+\ and <f>,+k(n) = </>,(«) + TV.

For the same reason /i(x) is periodic: h(x+ 1) = /i(x). Since, for every n, fain) is
an increasing function of /, /J(X) must be continuous. Let F be the graph of h. If
(x, r) e T, i.e.

r = H2i fain), fain+p))

for some n, t such that <£,(n) = x, and F(x, r) = (y, s), then 7 = fain +p) and

So iy, s) lies strictly below T and F r n T = 0 . •

In conclusion, let us mention an interesting generalization of theorem 2. In the
measure preserving case there are always at least two different Birkhoff orbits of
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any given type [7]. Moreover, they are compatible, i.e. for some points </>, ip e <J>P>,
representing these orbits 4>(n)<i//{n)<<j)(n + 1) for all n. In [7] only the minimal
energy orbit was shown to have an accompanying compatible (mini-max) orbit. In
general the graph intersection property does not imply the existence of two orbits.
Namely, it is possible to construct a twist map/ with the graph intersection property
that has exactly one Birkhoff orbit of type (p, q). In this case, however, for some
graph F the image JT of F lies below F except for finitely many points (and these
points form the only Birkhoff orbit). To avoid such maps we will use the following
definition. We say that/ has the strong graph intersection property if for every graph
F of a continuous function its image /T either coincides with F or contains points
both above and below F. For example, every conservative map has the strong graph
intersection property. Under this condition it can be shown that every Birkhoff orbit
is accompanied by a compatible orbit. For an arbitrary twist map / it can be shown
that if there is a Birkhoff periodic orbit of type (p, q) which is not accompanied by
a compatible orbit then there are no other periodic orbits, Birkhoff or otherwise,
of type (p, q). These results will be proved in our next paper.
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